WHAT IS A NATIONAL
ENGAGEMENT STRATEGY?

National Engagement
Strategies in LAC

INTERNATIONAL LAND COALITION

National Engagement Strategies (NES) are multi-stakeholder
processes set in motion by the International Land Coalition
(ILC) to promote people-centred land governance, by
influencing the formulation and implementation of land
policies and programmes. NES processes and their platforms
are led by national actors, including non-ILC members, and
are linked to regional and global processes of the ILC.

ILC is a global alliance of civil society and intergovernmental
organisations working together to put women, men and
communities at the centre of land governance. Its 255 members
in 77 countries include NGOs, research institutes, indigenous
and producers’ organisations and United Nations agencies.

WHY IS IT WORKING?

for People-Centered Land Governance

SECRETARIAT AT IFAD

• Provides a space to develop a common
strategy and vision for land governance, with
the support of a neutral facilitator;
• Builds links and trust between civil society and
government for political engagement;
• Increases political legitimacy of civil society vis-à-vis
governments, and promotes open dialogue;
• Gives leading organizations visibility, credibility
and partnership opportunities; and
• Combines different strategies for change; policy
dialogue, sharing of solution oriented knowledge
and monitoring tools, and capacity building.
• Establishes links with ILC LAC Regional Initiatives,
allowing them to feed back and strengthen each other.
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ILC REGIONAL COORDINATION - LATIN AMERICA AND THE CARIBBEAN

1 - ECUADOR NES
Platform for Land and
Sustainable Territories
It has facilitated the effective participation of social
organizations and local governments in the decisionmaking spaces of public policies that are related to land
issues. Its work helped to provide inputs to the Land Law
based on the contributions of social organizations from
different territories in the country. It has an observatory to
promote informed debate on land and territorial issues,
and has established an agreement with key entities such
as the Plurinational and Intercultural Conference on Food
Sovereignty (COPISA) for the application of the Voluntary
Guidelines on the Responsible Governance of Tenure of
Land (VGGT). It also promotes the Land, Territories and
Communities Network, which promotes activating the
National Land Fund, among other advocacy processes.
Areas of work:
• Rights to land and water for peasant population and
indigenous peoples
• Rural women and land rights
• Indigenous and Afro-descendant peoples
• Production and aggregation of solid data on
land and territory
Contact: Melissa Ramos [meli_ramosby@hotmail.com]

It has contributed to the implementation of the Peace Agreements regarding
territorial management, promoting effective coordination between civil society
organizations and key institutions on land issues, such as the Territorial Renewal
Agency. Its work has allowed the inclusion of the demands of local organizations
on access to land and land use planning in the Development Programs with
Territorial Approach (PDET) that derive from the Agreements. It also promotes the
Defending the Land Fund, through which 42 individual and collective cases linked
to the defense of the right to land and territory have been supported since 2013.
Areas of work:
• Rights to land and water for peasant population and indigenous peoples
• Protection of advocates for land and natural resource rights
• Rural women and land rights
Contact: Javier Medina [jmedina@cinep.org.co]

Its main lines of work are land access and legal security, and territorial
management of indigenous and native communities. Within this framework,
it works with 250 families to obtain titles for their lands, and supports 18
peasant communities in improving their conditions for territorial management,
through a broad training and empowerment process, among other actions.
Areas of work:
• Rights to land and water for peasant population and indigenous peoples
• Rural women and land rights
• Indigenous and Afro-descendant peoples
• Production and aggregation of solid data on land and territory
Contact: Esteban Sanjinés [e.sanjines@ftierra.org]

3 - PERU NES
Platform for Responsible
Land Governance
It has promoted important advocacy processes, helping to stop Law 1333 that
violated the rights of peasant and indigenous populations, thanks to joint work
with various civil society organizations. It supports its work with information
collected through the Information Systems of Peasant Communities (SICCAM)
and Native Communities (SICNA), tools that are widely recognized and used by
different actors in order to influence people-centered land governance.
Its actions have benefited 6300 rural communities and more than 1,300 native
communities, which represent more than 1’137,500 families. The NES has also
contributed to women’s enjoyment of the same rights as men in peasant communities:
it managed to modify the statutes of 30 communities so that 900 women could be
considered qualified community members, and it promotes changes in national
regulations through the draft law number 2148/2017-CR, currently under discussion.
Areas of work:
• Rights to land and water for peasant population and indigenous peoples
• Territorial resource management and agricultural production systems
• Indigenous and Afro-descendant peoples
• Production and aggregation of solid data on land and territory
Contact: Miluska Carhuavilca [coordinacion.eni@ser.org.pe]

5 - GUATEMALA NES
Strategy for Inclusive and Sustainable
Territorial Governance for Food Security
It has prepared a proposal addressed to the Ministry of Agriculture, Livestock
and Food (MAGA) in order to improve attention to rural women and the
promotion of peasant family farming. Another of its priorities is addressing
agrarian conflict and working with land defenders, in response to the critical
situation of these in the country, and for this it supports training for community
leaders, consultancies and accompaniment in denouncing human rights
violations of peasant and indigenous populations. The NES has also managed
to establish important spaces for dialogue and links with government, including
an agreement with the Secretariat of Agrarian Affairs (SAA) to promote
the country’s agrarian policy and the resolution of agrarian conflicts.
Areas of work:
• Rights to land and water for peasant population and indigenous peoples
• Management of the territory’s natural resources and agricultural production
systems
• Protection of advocates for land and natural resource rights
• Rural women and land rights
• Indigenous and Afro-descendant peoples
Contact: Fredy Pérez [secretariatecnicaeni@congcoop.org.gt]

In LAC, NES
are promoted
by over 40
organizations
in 7 countries

6 - NICARAGUA NES
Strategy for Democratic Access
to Land in favor of Rural
People Living in Poverty
Promoted by over 10 organizations, it has had
important achievements in terms of access to land for
men and women living in poverty. Thanks to its work,
more than 230 families have acquired 260 hectares
of land, of which 196 were for women. Additionally,
the monitoring of land transactions carried out
in five territories has allowed gathering more
than 700 cases, which is enabling documentation
of the local land dynamics and the production
of quality information for decision making.
Areas of work:
• Rights to land and water for peasant
population and indigenous peoples
• Rural women and land rights
• Indigenous and Afro-descendant peoples
• Rural youth
• Production and aggregation of solid
data on land and territory
Contact: Selmira Flores [sflores@nitlapan.org.ni]
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7 - ARGENTINA NES
In mid-2018, a new NES was initiated in Argentina, through which
actions will be implemented to favor access to land and water
by indigenous and peasant populations, with an emphasis on
women’s rights to those resources. This NES´other priorities are
supporting family farming and promoting technical and political
dialogue between civil society and the state on land issues.
Areas of work:
• Rights to land and water for peasant population and indigenous peoples
• Natural resource management and agricultural production systems
• Rural women and land rights
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4 - BOLIVIA NES
Inter-institutional Platform for
Responsible Land Governance
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Changing land
policies, practices
and agendas

2 - COLOMBIA NES
Collaborative Strategy for Guaranteeing
Rights to Land and Territory
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WHAT ARE THEY
ACHIEVING?

